
DREAMS OF GOLD
SURF, SKATE, CLIMBTHE OLYMPIAD’S NEXT GENERATION:



DREAMS OF GOLD takes a deep dive to explore a new generation of unknown Olympic heroes; this global documentary series explores the fringes of 
mainstream sporting events, to shed light on the unconventional events of surfing, skating and climbing.

Each episode, we tell heroic stories from emerging atheletes from accross the globe, like a young 10-year old school girl making massive drops and landing 
airs at the skate park in Miyazaki, Japan. Or the surfing outcasts fighting off arrests to legalize surfing in their home country of Cuba. 

The audience follows the trials and tribulations of these Olympic hopefuls, as they press to secure a chance to compete in Tokyo’s 2020 Olympics. But few have 
witnessed the adversity each athlete endures to put their sport on the map. Now with open aspirations to attend Tokyo’s Opening Ceremony, hoping for a 
fighting chance at OLYMPIC GOLD, new national heroes are emerging to carry the torch, representing the Olympiad’s next generation of elite athletes.

THE SERIES



WHY NOW?

In the 2020 Summer Olympics in Tokyo, for the first time ever, Surfing, 
Skateboarding, and Climbing will be featured events. Across the globe, 
aspiring athletes—historically outcast from their country’s mainstream 
sports communities—are gearing up for their chance at Olympic gold. 
Suddenly, a new spotlight is shining upon dreamers in the unlikeliest of 
places, such as a surfer in the ghetto of Kingston, Jamaica, whose passion 
for an unconventional sport now earns him international acclaim.



Luan Oliveira is an orphaned skateboarding survivor born into the favelas of Porto 
Alegre, Brazil. His parents gave him up at an early age and he was raised by his 
grandmother! where he grew up in a small shanty town, patrolled by young gangsters 
clad with automatic weapons. Luan claims his dedication to skating literally saved 
his life. He’ll never forget that the day he was gifted a skate deck and wheels as an 
impoverished 6-year-old in the ghetto. That was the day that changed the game.  
From that day on, he took advantage of his new lease on life, realizing that board 
was a ticket out, he’d spend days at the neighboring skate park, escaping a life as 
a drug runner for local kingpins.  In time, he developed a unique style and skill set 
that caught the eye of the mainstream skate industry.  Sidewalk skate magazine saw 
him in a YOUTUBE clip, it went viral it eventually crossed the screen of pro-skater, 
Geoff Rowling, owner of Flip Skateboards. Today, Luan is one of the best skaters on 
the world circuit, and he accredits his newfound freedom to his skating career.  Luan 
is determined to make history!  Will this kid from a Brazilian Favela become the first 
skater to win Olympic Gold? 

BRAZIL

SKATE OR DIE

LUAN OLIVEIRA



Frank and Yaya are fighting a new kind of Cuban Revolution. They are battling to live out their passion in 
a country where surfing has been illegal for decades, perceived as a means of transportation for those 
fleeing the communist country.  Cut off from surf supply imports, with limited resources, Frank uses 
“Cuban ingenuity” to build makeshift surfboards out of foam insulation cannibalized from refrigerator 
doors, ceiling panels, and the like.  Yaya is aiming to put Cuba on surfing’s map, protesting arrests, as 
she fights to legalize the sport.  Recently, the two were the first to leave Cuba for California and Hawaii 
because they participated in a “culture lab" commissioned by the Smithsonian Center.  They are also 
featured characters in a documentary, Habana Libre, showcasing their struggle to bring this sport to 
life in a relatively unforgiving environment, working through political pressures and the many legal 
threats they’ve battled over the years.  They are still pushing to legitimize surfing as a sport in Cuba, so 
they might not be competing in the 2020 Olympics, but they are determined to pave the way for the 
future of Cuban surfing, hopeful that one day they will live to witness Cubans surfing in the Olympics!  

CUBA

SURF REVOLUTION

FRANK GONZALEZ & YAYA GUERRERO



Sky hails from Miyazaki, Japan.  Born to a Japanese mother and British father, she has 
her sights set to compete for Japan in the Tokyo 2020 Olympics.  This 10-year-old free 
spirited, school girl is already the world’s youngest pro skateboarder.  Many of her videos 
have gone viral showcasing her genius skating skill set putting her on the international 
scale as one of the top female skaters despite being only a decade old. This four-foot 
skater girl is a force to be reckoned with and she’s on mission to win Olympic Gold in 2020.  SKY BROWN

JAPAN

SKY’S THE LIMIT



JAMAICA

FISH OUT OF WATER

SHAMA BECKFORD

Jamaican surfer, Shama Beckford, is making waves on the international surfing circuit. Raised 
in Bull Bay, Jamaica, a quick jump from the depths of Kingston’s biggest ghettos, Shama grew 
up enduring the streets and found solace in the sea.  Born into a family of artists, each family 
member channeled their complicated youth through some form of art.  Shama chose riding 
waves.  This past year he secured a sponsorship from Hurley, and made his way to the North 
Shore of Hawaii to surf the biggest waves ever ridden by a Jamaican islander.  He is earning a 
place in the international surfing circle and his determined to blaze a trail for future genera-
tions of Jamaican surfers to strive for the top, and eventually compete for Olympic Gold.   He 
has his sights set on securing one of the 40 slots on the world stage vying for OLYMPIC GOLD.  



Kai Lightner and Ashima Shirishi came up in two very different environments, but have been challenging adult climbers since they were 
just over a decade old.  Today, both are world class climbers and are looking toward Tokyo’s 2020 Olympics to prove that they are the 
best climbers in the world. Ashima is accomplished lead climber, tackling routes both indoors and outdoors while Kai is from Fayetteville, 
North Carolina and has honed his fundamental skill set inside climbing gyms.  Ashima is a city slicking climbing sensation from New 
York City, but has now carved out a place in the climbing community and she is considered by many to be the best in the world.  She is 
constantly challenging Kai to get outside and feel the rock.  Kai joined Ashima on a mission to Norway to hone his outdoor skills and the 
two helped each other reach new heights. The unlikely duo of USA climbing pedigree has a blind determination to bring home Olympic 
Gold come 2020, witnessing their journey together will be a dynamic narrative, an inside perspective of two legends in the making.  

USA

CLIMBING TO THE TOP

KAI LIGHTNER 
& ASHIMA SHIRISHI




